New York University is entering a new era, expanding the educational opportunities for its students. This expansion is most tangibly seen in the University’s commitment to international educational exchange. Listed below are Stern’s international business exchange (IBEX) programs as well as University-wide study abroad programs that are open to Stern students. Students interested in studying abroad should contact the Office of Academic Advising and Student Services, Tisch Hall, Suite 800; 212-998-4020.

**IBEX: Stern’s International Business Exchange Programs**

In keeping with NYU’s commitment to be a truly global university, Stern has developed IBEX. Through IBEX, Stern juniors and seniors have the opportunity to study business at leading international universities. IBEX programs are among the finest in the world and give students the opportunity to immerse themselves in another culture and develop an international portfolio.

All of the courses in these programs are taught in English. For exchange programs in countries where English is not the first language, students also have the option to take courses in the native language.

All of the exchange programs offer spring term exchanges. Chulalongkorn University, Hong Kong University of Science and Technology, Luigi Bocconi University of Commerce, Copenhagen Business School, Manchester School of Management, Monterrey Tech, and Maastricht University also offer fall programs. Students may choose to study abroad in the spring of their junior year or fall or spring of their senior year, depending on the program. Students who study abroad during the spring semester of their junior year will not be able to travel as part of the International Study Project. Students in this situation should speak with their academic adviser about their options.

IBEX partner institutions are schools where Stern maintains a direct exchange of students. Listed below are Stern’s current IBEX partner institutions.

**IBEX PARTNER INSTITUTIONS**

Australia
- University of Melbourne, Melbourne
- University of New South Wales, Sydney

Denmark
- Copenhagen Business School, Copenhagen

England
- Manchester School of Management

France
- Institut d’Etudes Politiques de Paris (Sciences Po), Paris
- Université Paris—Dauphine (Paris IX), Paris

**Hong Kong**
- Hong Kong University of Science and Technology

**Italy**
- Luigi Bocconi University of Commerce, Milan

**Korea**
- Yonsei University, Seoul

**Mexico**
- Technológico de Monterrey (Monterrey Tech), Monterrey

**The Netherlands**
- Maastricht University, Maastricht
- University of the Netherlands

**Singapore**
- Nanyang Technological University
- National University of Singapore

**Spain**
- Universidad de Navarra, Pamplona

**Thailand**
- Chulalongkorn University, Bangkok

**University-Wide Study Abroad Programs**

The following programs represent NYU campuses in these international locations. The courses taken are identical with those offered here at New York University. More information about academic year study abroad programs is available at www.nyu.edu/studyabroad. Additional information about summer study abroad programs is available at www.nyu.edu/summers/abroad.

**FALL AND SPRING PROGRAMS**

NYU in Florence (La Pietra)
NYU in Ghana (fall only)
NYU in London
NYU in Madrid
NYU in Paris
NYU in Prague

**SUMMER PROGRAMS**

NYU in Athens
NYU in Berlin
NYU in Dublin
NYU in Florence (La Pietra)
NYU in Havana
NYU in London
NYU in Madrid
NYU in Nanjing
NYU in Paris
NYU in Prague